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September 11, 2001 began as a bright and sunny late summer day. I was the lieutenant in charge of security for the
Hall of Justice and Civic Center complex
(City Hall) in Omaha, Nebraska. The 40 deputies and security personnel assigned to the Court Services and
Entrance Screening Divisions of the Douglas County
Sheriff’s Department and I were well into our hectic Tuesday morning routines. Moving criminal defendants between
various correctional complexes and court,
many of them high-risk offenders, providing security for judges and elected officials, screening visitors to the two
square block complex in downtown Omaha
for weapons and
“My journey of understanding led me deep into the ideology of hate that underpins Islamist terrorism,
ultimately leading me to in pursuit of a Master’s
of Arts Degree from the Naval Postgraduate School’s Center for Homeland Defense and Security (CHDS)
located in Monterey, CA.”
contraband, and generally maintaining calm and order throughout the nearly one million square feet in the complex
is always challenging in
the stately, but nearly one hundred year old Hall of Justice and connected Civic Center tower. Shortly before 8:00 AM
local time I was notified that something
terrible was unfolding in New York. Several deputies between court assignments were huddled around a TV
watching one of the cable news networks and were stunned
to see one of the World Trade Center towers on fire after a plane had crashed into it. As we continued our routine
that morning, a second plane crashed into the
other tower, followed by word that the Pentagon also had been struck and a plane had crashed in Pennsylvania. By
that time I had activated our emergency plan and
recommended that the facility be shut down and emergency procedures implemented. The cancellation of all court
activities that day was a first time event
precipitated by the multi-faceted suicide/homicide terrorist attacks, the scope of which the world had never
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witnessed before.
The utter evil and savagery of the attacks and the catastrophic loss of life and damage that resulted were difficult to
comprehend. In the months that followed
I channeled my anger into seeking to understand what motivates suicide Islamist terrorists to sacrifice their lives
while killing thousands of innocent people. My
journey of understanding led me deep into the ideology of hate that underpins Islamist terrorism, ultimately leading
me to in pursuit of a Master’s of Arts Degree
from the Naval Postgraduate School’s Center for Homeland Defense and Security (CHDS) located in Monterey, CA.
The program educates senior Homeland Security
professionals from the spectrum of entities involved in preventing, responding to and mitigating catastrophic terrorist
incidents in the homeland.
What I learned about Islam, its teachings, ideology and doctrine is contained in this manual. In spite of the post 9/11
proliferation of information about
Islamist terrorism, many law enforcement officers remain uninformed about the nature, scope and reality of this
threat. This manual provides law enforcement
officers with vital information necessary to understand the history, goals and manifestations of Islamist terrorism.
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"My graduate education from the Center for Homeland Defense and Security (CHDS) at the Naval Postgraduate
School forms the
intellectual foundation of this book. In particular I wish to thank my professors, the leading lights in the field of
terrorism research and knowledge…the
entire CHDS staff, and others too numerous to mention. To my classmates and fellow travelers on our journey of
knowledge: the members of CHDS Cohort 401/402,
professionals all your inspiration, friendship and support made the journey absolutely enjoyable."
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